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Changes in APEX and ALPS
Responsibilities

•    Rich Mattas retired as of October 1

•    Jeff Brooks has taken over as ALPS project leader

•    ALPS Steering Committee has been organized;
     first meeting to be held Wednesday evening



Related Program Activities
International

•  US-Japan Workshops held annually in PFC and CT areas

•  Fusion HPD Devices and Design (October at UCLA)

•  HHF Components and PSI for Next Fusion Devices (December in Japan)

 Need to work with Japanese to reduce frequency of these
      workshops (perhaps each once every two years, alternating)

•  New IEA Task on PFCs (Annex II of IEA IA on FNT): subtasks on
solid surface PFC, liquid surface PFC, and PMI

•  US-EU Collaboration on PMI experiments in PISCES-B;
systematically examine beryllium-seeded deuterium plasma
interaction with graphite and tungsten surfaces



Deliberations on Possible US Burning Plasma Initiative

•  Many activities supporting deliberations have been completed:

 US fusion community (Snowmass) assessed burning plasma experiment options
 FESAC Panel report on Burning Plasma Program Strategy recommend "...seek to join
the ITER negotiations with the aim of becoming a partner in the undertaking . ."
 FESAC strongly endorsed Panel report

•  While other activities are in progress:

 NRC Burning Plasma Assessment: focus on importance and readiness to proceed
 FESAC Panel developing plan leading to start of DEMO operation in about 35 years
(preliminary plan in Dec. 2002 and detailed plan on facilities/costs in March 2003)

•  And still other activities are just beginning:

 DOE will assess ITER cost estimate (process, completeness,...) in Nov. 2002
 $.5M in FY 2003 for ITER cost estimating to aid in developing US position on ITER

•  All of the activities are providing key information needed by the Administration (DOE,
OMB, OSTP...) in considering whether or not to join ITER negotiations or propose a
domestic burning plasma initiative, as well as undertake supporting activities, including
fusion materials and nuclear technology development



Materials-Design Interface
"Materials Engineer" function established in Fusion Material Program in early 2002
to facilitate materials-design interface

White paper by Sharafat, Ghoniem, Mattas on "Integrated Multi-Physics Modeling
and Fusion Materials-Design Interface" distributed to communities for comment:

 Integrated and Multi-Physics Modeling of Fusion Components

Provide simulations that account for a multitude of spatially varying loads,
including 3-D geometric features of large components, taking into account the
interrelationship between different physical phenomena.  Modeling would
incorporate spatially dependent loading conditions plus geometric aspects associated
with large sizes.

 Internet-based Systems for Materials-Design Interface

Would provide functional archival library to facilitate information exchange and
interactions between materials, modeling, and design activities, serving to create,
publish, and manage material properties and design-relevant material performance
equations.



BESAC (Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Com.)
Workshop on Basic Research Needs to Assure a Secure Energy Future

•  October 21-25 workshop held to assist BES in understanding fundamental research needs
of DOE programs

•  Part of BES process to develop long range plans that identify new/revolutionary basic
research thrust areas of relevance to  DOE programs

•  Breakout sessions for 7 Topical Team (Fusion Energy Team led by Charlie Baker)

•  Fusion Energy Team focused on 5 fusion-relevant research areas, including:

 Plasma-Surface Interactions
 Thermofluids and “Smart Liquids”

•  Descriptions of the fusion-relevant research areas were presented to BESAC for their
consideration in developing long-range program plans



Plasma Surface Interactions

Research Direction- To increase the basic understanding of critical issues related to plasma-surface interactions including photon
radiation transport, “potential” sputtering, and material erosion under intense power loadings.

New Scientific Opportunities- Development deeper understanding and models for key plasma-surface interactions involving intense particle
and heat loads.

Relevance to DOE Mission- One of the most important issues concerning the basic feasibility of fusion as an energy source, and a major issue
for present-day high-temperature plasma confinement experiments, is the interaction of intense heat and particle fluxes with plasma-facing
components.  These interactions need to be understood in terms of the basic phenomena so they can be controlled.  Potential impacts include
contamination of the plasma and short lifetimes of the components.

Time Scale- The research activities described here have a typically 10-year period.

Summary -

One important area that determines many of the plasma-surface interaction effects is photon radiation transport in both optically thin and optically thick plasmas with
intense line populations.  Developing 3D direct photon transport computer models (Monte Carlo, Ray Tracing, etc) in highly charged, hot and dense plasma is quite
important in various basic research areas. This is extremely important effect since it will define/control plasma time evolution and the degree/intensity of plasma-material
interactions of nearby components.

Another important topic is a recently new physical phenomenon that is not well understood is called "Potential Sputtering".  This is occurs during the interactions of highly
charged ions with target materials.  Sputtering coefficient of several orders of magnitude higher than the well-known physical sputtering takes place (100-1000 times).
Developing phemonlogical models and 3D Molecular Dynamics methods to understand this effect is highly desired.  This has many potential benefits of preventing
"explosive" erosion of materials or to use these methods for high effective etching of materials.

 Understanding fundamental models of material erosion and destruction under intense power applications is another vital topic. Material destruction and lifetime issues take
many forms: fragmentation, splashing, brittle destruction, spallation, etc.  Up to now there is no comprehensive understanding of all of these effects.  These issues are of
significant concerns in many basic research science, e.g., beam/plasma-on-target effects for High Energy Physics (Muon Collider, Neutrino project), Nuclear Physics (high
power accelerator, SNS (target concerns), Medical Applications (high-power electric arc effects and injuries), and plasma interactions with electrodes in plasma guns, Z-
pinch, dense plasma focus, and others.



Thermofluids and “Smart Liquids”

Research Direction:  The proposed research is to develop a fundamental understanding of flowing, electrically conducting fluids in
complex environments which include electromagnetic fields.  Magnetohydrodynamic forces can affect liquid motion from the largest,
integral scales down to the fine scales of turbulence.  Ultimately, fluid properties can be tailored so that such “smart liquids” can be shaped and
steered in a novel fashion using fields.

New Scientific Opportunity:  Computation methods for 3-D direct numerical solution and other methods of incompressible, turbulent,
free-surface fluid flow in strong electromagnetic fields

Relevance and Impact:  Fusion energy seeks to contain star-like conditions within physical barriers.  The environment includes elevated
temperatures, radiation and kinetic debris.  To solve the resulting materials problems, increasing attention is being given to liquid walls in both
magnetic and inertial fusion.  Liquids can be pumped through the harsh reactor environment and out to a benign area where liquid
refurbishment can be performed.  “Smart liquids” may enable unique solutions to directing flow, especially free-surface flow, in complex,
fusion reactor geometries.

Time Scale:  The feasibility of employing liquid wall concepts in fusion power systems should be established in the next 10-20 years.  The in-
depth, scientific understanding of the thermofluid science involved in such concepts should be established in the next 10 years.

Summary

From the fusion perspective the establishment of liquid walls or liquid surface divertors (for MFE and IFE) that allow high heat flux handling, high reliability, long lifetime
and high efficiency heat extraction would be extremely significant. The behavior of such unrestrained flows in complex, temporally and spatially varying magnetic and
electric fields poses a significant challenge in terms of numerical and experimental simulation. Magnetohydrodynamic  forces can affect the liquid motion from the largest
integral scales all the way down to the finest scales of turbulence. The particle and heat removal capabilities of such flows will depend heavily on the flow conditions, so
that accurate simulations are necessary for the determination of feasibility and performance.  Even for more conventional closed channel cooling systems similar motivation
for better understanding of interactive, multi-scale flow processes and heat transfer exist. The ultimate idea is something like the creation of "smart liquids" via a number of
engineering science disciplines.  Specific suggestions that might be of interest to BES include the following:
1.  Numerical simulation of the effect of magnetohydrodynamic forces on turbulence in incompressible liquid conductor flows and their related transport of heat and mass,
especially at solid and free interfaces. Studies can include: (a) evolution of 3D turbulence entering strong magnetic fields regions to 2D-like turbulence to complete
turbulence suppression, (b) turbulence generated from shear flows completely "grown" inside a strong magnetic field, (c) instability and collapse of boundary layers and
shear layers.
2.  Control of liquid metal flow motion and velocity profiles via applied magnetic and electric fields and currents. The ability to control the flow of free surface liquid metal
walls is a similar challenge to the magnetic control of fusion plasma itself. Simulation of the motion of the liquid wall, including interaction with complex geometry,
electrically conducing structures, and electromagnetic coupling to the plasma will be an important part of establishing the feasibility of the liquid wall idea.
3.  Modification and control of fluid properties and behavior via complex chemical doping and micro-additives. Taking advantage of the revolution in MEMS and nano-
technology and new simulation capabilities for chemical/material systems, concepts and basic proof-of-principle simulations and experiments should be developed to apply
these ideas to the control of the micro-processes in the liquid flows to give benefits like reduced surface evaporation, improved surface gettering of hydrogen, helium and
impurities, reduced wall corrosion, and many others.



Small Business Grants
for Liquid Surface Technology Research

 Small Business Innovative Research
Small Business Technology Transfer

Phase 1 award: up to 100 $K for 9 month concept feasibility task
Phase 2 award: 500 -750 $K for 24 months concept demonstration task

•  3 Phase I grants have been awarded

1 in 2000 (HyPerComp)
2 in 2001 (NPL Associates and Think Tank)

•  3 Phase II grants have been awarded

   1 in 2001 (HyPerComp)
   2 in 2002 (NPL Associates and Think Tank)

•  Small Business program has provided significant resources to enhance liquid surface
technology research under ALPS and APEX



Small Business Grants
for Liquid Surface Technology Research

Phase 1 and 2 Awards
Company/PI Title Project Period

HyPerComp, Inc.

V. Shankar

Modeling of Free Surface Liquid Flows for Heat
Removal in Fusion Energy Systems

mid 2001 to mid 2003

NPL Associates, Inc

J. P. Allain

Free Surface Flowing Liquid-Plasma Interaction
Facility

mid 2002 to mid 2004

Think Tank, Inc

M. Menon

Doppler Laser Radar for Non-Intrusive Liquid Metal
Flow Characterization

mid 2002 to mid 2004

For 2002 Phase 1 solicitation , no proposals were received.

This was a great opportunity lost!!!

We need to find ways to bring in proposals for 2003.

- stimulate interest by established companies
- start new companies that meet SBIR criteria



FY 2003 DOE Small Business Solicitation
(closes on January 14); http://sbir.er.doe.gov/sbir/

Topic 34: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES AND MATERIALS FOR FUTURE FUSION
ENERGY SYSTEMS

An attractive fusion energy source will require the development of technologies and materials that can withstand the high levels of surface heat
flux and neutron wall loads expected for the in-vessel components of future fusion energy systems.  These technologies and materials will need
to be substantially advanced relative to today's capabilities in order to achieve safe, reliable, economic, and environmentally benign operation
of fusion energy systems.  Grant applications are sought only in the following subtopics:

a.  Structural Materials and Coatings

b.  Particle and Heat Removal with Liquid Surfaces – Innovative liquid surface concepts are desired for heat removal from
surface heat fluxes at first walls and divertors of about 2 MW/m2 and  50 MW/m2, respectively, with good safety,
reliability, and maintenance features.  Current interests are focused on evaluating the use of flowing liquids with direct
exposure to the plasma that can potentially remove particles as well as surface heat.  Candidate liquids metals include
lithium, tin-lithium, tin, gallium, and lead-lithium.  Other candidate liquids are lithium bearing salts, such as BeF2-LiF and
BeF2-LiF-NaF.  Grant applications are sought to develop:  (1) techniques for the removal of first wall and divertor heat
loads by free surface flowing liquids (proposed techniques should address the effect of magnetohydrodynamics on heat
transfer and should also consider heat removal enhancement techniques, such as turbulence promoters); (2) efficient
nonlinear solution methods, as well as alternate object-oriented languages for computational tools, to model fusion-
relevant issues of liquid wall flows, such as heat transfer at free surfaces and free flows with magnetohydrodynamic effects
and turbulence; (3) techniques, such as the addition of alloying materials, to improve the compatibility of candidate liquids
with either the plasma operation (e.g. lowering vapor pressure) or with structural/insulator materials (e.g. ceramic
insulators that can be wetted by Li); (4) nozzles for liquid injection (e.g., streams, jets, films, and droplets) and
collection/removal techniques that are drip and splash free, self-cooling, and efficient in head recovery at the outlet; (5)
non-invasive diagnostics for experiments to study high temperature free surface liquid flows in magnetic fields (such
diagnostics might include measurements of mean flow velocity, turbulence intensity, velocity fluctuations, flow depth, and
surface/depth temperature profiles); (6) efficient techniques for pumping liquid metals in the presence of a magnetic field,
including the production of free surface flows; and (7) techniques for validation of fluid flow and heat transfer models.





Fusion Program Budgets
in $M

•  President's FY 03 Request:   257.3

•  Congressional action on FY 03 Appropriations Bill:

 House Mark:    248.5  (2.5 earmarked for NSTX and NCSX)

 Senate Mark:    259.3  (2.0 earmarked for evaluating fast ignition)

 Continuing Resolution (spend at FY 02 level)

 House-Senate Conference not yet scheduled

 FY 03 Initial Finanical Plan: 248.5



PFC Program Budgets in $K

                                                              FY 02         FY 03

                                                               6400            6520

ALPS/ALIST                                                      3920                 3890
Domestic Plasma Experiment Support               1310                 1280
International Collaboration                                 1170                 1350

•  141 remains undesignated for FY 03
•  ALPS SC will define and prioritize FY 2003 tasks and establish

Task-Performer-Resource matrices
•  budget allocations to performers will be adjusted based on task

planning and ALPS SC recommendations



MFE Chamber Technologies Budgets in $K

                                                              FY 02         FY 03

    2940           2975

APEX/ALIST                                                       1820              1850
Other Domestic Research                                       600                560
International Collaboration (JUPITER-II)             520                565

•  50 remains undesignated for FY 03
•  APEX SC will define and prioritize FY 2003 tasks and establish

Task-Performer-Resource matrices
•  budget allocations to performers will be adjusted based on task

planning and APEX SC recommendations


